Ifa<l,
Nn (1) -► 2D(a) in probability log n and if a = 1,
-> 2t2 in probability. (log n)2
We shall prove only (1) here. Consider, as in the paper, Nn which is the number of sk's, 1 g¿5¡ra, for which sk>0 and 5*+i <0. The calcution given on pp. 7-8 of our paper is correct for c = 0 and gives For cs^O the calculation is invalid and now we shall proceed to give the correct evaluation of the second moment.
We have E{l?l}=E{Nn} + 2 E Pt {sk>0,sk+i<0,si>0,sl+i<0},
By a simple change of variables we find that the sum in (5) can be written as
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For a sufficiently small e>0 we split the second sum into three parts:
In the estimates below we shall repeatedly use two properties of p(x).
(A) For all x7*0
where A is an absolute constant. This follows from Pólya's formula. where G=el~lla. The contribution of (9) for this range of v to (6) is therefore less than "-2 log k r» p(G + x) C p(G+ x) lc-l k J o Xa Jo dx.
Xa
Since G-* « as e-» 0, by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem this is less than (10) íi(t) log2 n where 5i(e)-»0 as e-»0. g At' log2 » = 53(e) log2 n where 8s(e)->0 as e->0.
